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VIJ Books (India) Pty Ltd, India, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The Revolution 1979 was a long process of political socialization that completely transformed
Iran s outlook. Iran s social, political, and economic spheres abruptly changed due to the revolution.
It traces genesis of the revolution and how Islam an ideology played dominant role in bringing
revolution and shaping the post-revolution Iran. The Revolution 1979 replaced monarchy with
clerics-rule and religion coalesced with politics. A new political culture emerged under influence of
religion that swayed political process. The emergence of a new political culture in the post-Shah
period influenced political process which gave birth to a new political system. Ayatollah Khomeini
became the Velayat-e Faqih (Supreme Leader) in the post-Shah period since he led the revolution.
The concept of Velayat-e Faqih is derived from the Imamate system. The Velayat-e Faqih is the most
powerful and dominant institution in Iran and whole Iranian system revolve around it, and all
institutions derive their legitimacy from it. Iran s society is transformed along Islamic line and major
changes are introduced in social aspects. Educational system and women affairs have received
major changes, and restrictions are enhanced over mass-media...
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I actually started reading this article ebook. I actually have read and i also am certain that i will likely to go through once again again in the future. You are
going to like just how the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Ma r ia ne K er luke
This pdf is amazing. It really is rally exciting throgh looking at time. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a created publication.
-- Pa tience B echtela r
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